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Optimal State Estimation Theory
Applied to Safeguards Accounting

[). H. Pike, G. W. Morrison

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a unified theory for the application of modern
state estimation techniques to nuclear material accountability. First a
summary of the current MUF/LEMUF approach is detailed. It is shown that
when inventory measurement error is large in comparison to transfer measure-
ment error, improved estimates of the losses can be achieved using the
cummulcitive summation technique. However, the optimal estimator is shown to
lie the Kalman filter. An enhancement of the retrospective estimation of losses
can be achieved using linear smoothing. State space models are devaloped

. for a mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility and examples are presented.

1. Current Approach

The standard industry practice in the area of safeguards accounting
is based on the concept of the "MUF and LEM'JF". At; each material balance
'closing a material unaccounted for (MUF) is calculated:

H(j) = Y(j) +U(j) -Y(j+1) je {1,2 t} (1)

•where

(j) ~ observed MUF at end of period j,
Y(j+1) = oliserveo inventory at end of period j (beginning of period

j+l).
Y(j) = observed inventory at the beginning of period j (end of

period j-1),
U(j) = observed net transfers (£input - Zoutput) into the "Material

Balance Area" (MBA) during period j ,
6 = cienoral period index,
t = current period

Using the assumptions: (1) independence of inventory '^surement errors
(2) no correlation between inventory measurement error a i transfer measure-

m e n t errors, it follows that the variance of M(j) is:

crf(j> = R(j+1) + P(j) + Q(j) . (2)

where P.(j) denotes the inventory measurement er^or variance at time j and
Q(j) denotes the transfer measurement error variance at time j. The procedure



suggested by Jaech consists of using the variance in (2) to calculate a "limit
of error for "material unaccounted for", (LL-luT):

LEHUF = ± 2o1 (j) (3)

In practice, limits are placed on the magnitude of LEHUF (LEMUF < 1/?% of the
HBA throughput). If (1) LEMUF is within allowable limits and (2j MUF <_ LEMUF,
the MUF is assumed to be due to normal procc.s measurement variations. If
either condition is violated, the process variation is assumed to be abnormal
and the cause of abnormality must be found.

The HUF-LEMUF approach outlined abo/e will disclose large material
losses but may not disclose losses of magnitude smaller than LEHUF. One can,
however, extract more information about losses over time by analyzing the process
history. Such analysis is called time serio, analysis. The simplest time
series analysis which can bo p̂ ,fc-::ted is ba-.ed on various Shewhart Control
Charts. The use of control ciiarts enhances .iccount ibiiity practices since the
analyst can analyze the entire history of tlv time series rather than single
isolated MUFs. Analysis of the history may disclose trends, abnormal patterns,
etc., which are indicative of material lossc.

•One technique available to the quality control analyst is the cumu-
lative sum control chart. The cumulative sunwation (CUSUM) statistic is

t
Z(t) =X>(J) (4)

Analysis of equation (4) shows that this statistic can be effective in r?pioving
some types of measurement noise. It can be shown (See 17, p.10) that

M(t) = L(t) + V(t) - V(t+1) + W(t) (5)

where

L(t) = true material loss at time J.

V(t) = zero mean inventory measurement error,

W(t) = zero mean net transfer measurement error.

Substituting (5) into (4):
t t

Z(t) *X>(j) + V(l)-V(t+1) + £ W(j) (6)
j=l 0=1



from (6) it can bo readily seen that the variance of Z(t) is:

Var[Z(t)] = R(1) + R(U1) + ^ Q(j) + V a r C ^ K j ) ] (7)

Control limits are of the form; ± 2cr2(t) where:

a2
2(t) = R(l) + R(t+1) + y Q(j) (8)

Equations (G) and (8) can be used to show why the CUSUM statistic
is well-suited for use in_detectiny nominal losse overtime. From equation
(6) the average of z(t), Z(t), is:

l (9)

1 ^
the expected value of which is -rY, L(j). Hence the mean of the CUSUM
statstic is the average loss. From equation (8) it is also apparent that
the inventory measurement noise for periods 2 through t is removed.

The analysis above indicates that the CUSUM approach is one of the
techniques which can be classified as a filter. A filter may be defined as
any technique which removes noise from a statistic. Conceptually this is
illustrated in Figure i. A signal with input noise superimposed on it is
input into the filter. The output is the estimated signal. The objective
in filter design is to recover the signal which is itnbeded in the noise.

Signal + Signal Estimate

Input noise

Figure 1. Conceptual Diagram of Filter.

Filters may he hardware devices or they may be mathematical algorithms
(such as the CUSIJM technique). There are many filters which could be used.
One is, therefore, motivated to seek the optimal filter. In the following
section it is shown that the optimal filler is the Kalman filter.



2. State Estimation Techniques

In the search for an optimal filter the search will be restricted
to linear filters of the form:

X(t) = aX(t-l) + 3Y(t) (10)

where

X(t) = filter output,

Y(t) = observation = X(t) + V(t),

X(t) = true value,

V(t) = measurement error,

ot&g = constants to be determined.

In general the variables in (10) may be vectors. Specifying a & 3 uniquely
determine the filter.. The criterion for designing an optimal filter will
be to choose a & 6 so that (1) the-filter output X(t) is unbiased and
(2) that squared length of the error vector, (X(l) - X(t)), is a minimum.
Under these conditions the optimal filter is the Kalman Filter.

The Kalman Filter is a relatively new statistical analysis
procedure. Since its inception by R. E. Kalman in 1960 [10], it has
gained widespread acceptance in the aerospace field. The Kalman Filter
is a technique for producing optimal estimate: of the state of a linear
dynamic system.

"To use the Kalman Filter, one must:

:•:'.•. A) Define the system state vector. The system state contains
till pertinent information about the system at a particular

"•point in time. The system state generally is a vector
T-. • • containing several relevant pieces of information.

: 2) A linear dynamic system model. The linear system model
: - describes how the system state vector evolves in time.

X(t+1) = A(t) X.(t) + U.(t) + C(t) (11)

- -3) Measur- ,.ients of one or more elements of the system
,. .state. . . . . _. _. .

*;::.: .::,s_ " v ": "l Y(t) - H(tjx(t) + v(t) • (12)

4) Information about the variance? of the random elements
o f t h e s y s t e m . _ • • _ > , , . . ^ .:._ ± --.

The Kalman Filter produces estimates of the system state vector given
the-four key elements outlined above.



The equations which consti tuto ."t.liG iterative procedure known a?
the Kalman Filter arc shown in figure 2.

Using E( ) to denote the expectation operator and c(t) to denote
the error, X(t) - X(t), the choice of K(t) is such that f[e"(t) 'e_(t)], the
trace of G(t) is minimized. Matrices P(t) and G(t) are error covariance
matrices. PJt) is the error covariance matrix of ejt) given

P(t) = E{e(t)e(t)T|Y(l),... Y(t-l)} (13)

The matrix ^(t) is the error covariance matrix given (Y(j): j = l,2,...,t}:

G(t) = E[e(t)e(t)T|Y(l),...,Y(t)]. (14)

Thus, P(t) is the error-covariance matrix before receint of the observation
at time t, while G(t) is the error-covariance matrix after receipt of the
observation at time t.

The Kalmart Filter can be derived by a number of approaches. These
include

1) As a Constrained Optimization Problem,

2) Maximum likelihood Estimation.,

3) Baysian Decision Thaoretic approach.

If the measurement error V(t) and the process error W(t) are normally
distributed, all three approaches yield identical results. Also in this
case there is no other estimate (linear or nonlinear) which will yield
better estimates. _.

The Kalman Filter produces estimates of the state based on
observations up to and including period t. There is information about the
state contained in observations recieved after time t. One can incorporate
this information by using a technique called "linear smoothing." Details
may be found in [13], [15], and [17].

Kalman Filter Applied to Safeguards Accountability

' •" •' As an example of the use of the Kalman Filter, consider the
problem of improving the inventory measurements by filtering. The
•system model is:

X(t+1) = X(t) + U(t) + C(t) (15)

Though serial correlation is precluded by the Kalman Filter assumptions,
•there are modeling techniques which may be used to account for such
correlation.



where

X(t) - System state variable =

True Inventory at the start of period t.

• U(t) = Measured net transfers into the MBA during period t.

C(t) = Measurement error variance for U(t).
Equation (15) is a mass-balance equation which must hold in the absence
of losses. The measurement equation is:

Y(t) = X(t) + V(t) (16)

where

V(t) = Measurement error for inventory.

In this case, the Kalman Filter reduces to:

1) Initialization: X(0) = Y(0)
G(0) = R(0). That is, we are setting the initial state
estimate equal to the initial measurement of the inventory.
The error covariance matrix is the measurement error variance.

2) State Prediction: 7(t) = #(t-l) + U(t-l) (17)

3) Error Covariance for X(t): P(t) = G(t-l) + Q(t-l) (18)-

4) Gain: K(t) = P(t)/[P(t) + R(t)] [ (19)

5) State Update: X(t) = X(t) + K(t)[Y(t) - X(t)] (20)

6) Error Covariance Matrix for X(t): G(t) = p"("t)~+"~K('ty (21)

Equations (17)-(21) constitute the Kalman Filter for producing the
estimates of inventory. The filter acts so as to produce minimum variance
estimates; i.e., the error variance, G(t), is minimized.

* Analytically one ca'n compare the Kalman Filter estimate of inventory,
X(t), with the unfiltered inventory measurement, Y(t). From equation (16)-

V(t) " Y(t) - X(t) | (22)

1s the measurement error. The error variance is R(t). The Kalman Filter
error is

e(t) = X(t) - X(t) . -i (23)



The Kalrnan F i l te r error variance is

r(t)R(O (24)

In this case it is also possi le to find the steady state values
of G(t) which exists when Q(t) is a constant Q and R(t) is a constant R:

Hm G(t) = - I ' - ^ - ^ _ L J ! i i I i ( 2 "a )

Thus, equation (24) shows t ha t Kalman F i l t e r e r r o r var iance i s always less
than the inventory error measurement. Thus, using X( t ) ra the r than Y ( t )
to ca lcu la te MUF w i l l r e s u l t in a smal ler LEMUF. In t h i s case:

M( t ) = X ( t ) +"U( t ) - X( t -H) ! . (25)

and LEMUF = . 2 ^ 6 u T + Q(t) + G ( t n J . • (26)

The steady-state value for LEMUF i s :

11m LEMUF = 2(q2 + 4RQ) /h (26a)

This approach is equivalent to the approach of C. A. Bennett and K. B.
Stewart which is discussed by Jaech [3, pp. 250-262].

•To illustrate its application, a simulation was conducted. Table
1 shows the relevant parameters for the simulation. By comparing the
MUF and LEMUF using the Kalman Filter approach in figure (3) and the usual
approach in Figure (<!), it can be see:: that the Kalman Filter approach
substantially reduces the LEMUF.

X(0) = 2206.7

6(0) = 10

R(t) = 69.33

Q(t) = o.io

Net Inputs: mean = 0, standard deviation = 100

Table 1. Summary of Data Used in Simulation



43. Example — Mixed OxiJe Facility

To illustrate the applicability of state estimation techniques to
loss detection, a study was made of a proposed facility designed for conver-
sion of. uranium oxiue and recycled pluLonium oxide powders to a mixed oxide
fuel.1 Data used was that for the PuO2 unloading station. This station is
a four-compartment, shielded glove box enclosure. Canisters containing
approximately 8 kg of PuO2 arrive at this station. The PuO"2 is weighed and
a sample is taken for analysis. Losses at this station include air filter
losses, residual waste in canisters, and holdup in conveyor line and
pneumatic valves. The contents less losses are routed i.o one of three

storage tanks. Further details may be obtained in [16].

The simulation assumed that four canisters could be processed each
shift. This basic process continued at the rate of one shift per day for
five consecutive days followed by a cleanup. Measurements are taken after
each canister is processed. In particular, measurements of the following
variables are taken:

Bl(n) = contents of unopened PuO£ canisters,

HU(n) = accumulated holdup trapped in the transfer line after
runout and the holdup trapped in the value that routes
powder to the PuO2 storage tanks, at start of a period,

AS(n) = sample size taken,

B0(n) = batch received in the Pu02 storage tank.

The dynanr'c mass-balance equation governing this system is:

HU(nH) = HU(n) + BI(n) - B0(n) - AS(n) - L(n) . •. (27)

where

L(n) = unmeasured holdup in filters, unmeasured canister waste,
and material unaccounted for.

Note that, during normal processing of canisters MUF consists of unmeasured
sidestreams plus material loss. M cleanup, these sidestreams are measured.
The mass-balance equation for cleanup is:

HU(n+l) = HU(n) - B0(n) - ZWM(n) - DV(n) - L(n) '. (28)

where*

B0(n) = material that is obtained during cleanup and run out of
pneumatic conveyor and router valve, and is sent to the
weigh hopper,

Mr, G. R. Keepin and his staff at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory supplied
•the data used in this analysis.



XWM(n) = total residual canis tur war, Lu ,•,

DV(n) = final holdup in unloading room after cleanup,

L(n) = material unaccounted for.

Two-State Model

The state equations for this system for te{l,2,... ,20} are:

BI(t)-BO(t)-AS(t)HU(t)

=

1 -1

L° ]

HU(t)

*

C,(t)

c2(t)
(29)

Y(t) = (1,0)

nu(t)

L(t)
+ V(t)

This model is a special case of the general model:

= A(t) £(t) + U(t) + C(t)

Y(t) = H(t)_X(t) + V(t).

(30)

(31)

(32)

The variables V(t) and C](t) represent holdup measurement error and transfer
measurement error, respectively. The measurement variance and process
covariance matrix are, respectively;

R(t) =var(V(t)) = (33)

Q(t) =
Br

o
(34)



The model at cleanup, period 21, is:

1

0

-1

1

x( t ) +

-BO(t)-r.HM(t)-DV(t) C,(t)

Y(t) = (l.O)X(t) + V(t)

(35)

(36)

R(t) = a

°BO(t)+0WM(t)'°DV(t>

(37)

1 (38).

The value of e was set equal to 10"D. The linear filter was initialized with

and

X(0) = (0.04, .014)

6(0) =

(39)

(40)

The basic model in equations (29)-(40) is repeated every 21 periods.



Average Beginning Inventory

Average Sample Size

Average Canister Waste

Average F i l t e r Holdup

Average Holdup Per Shif t

E(B1) = 7.056 grams

E(AS) = 2.000 grams

E(WM)' = 14.12 crams

E(DV) = 3.528 grams

E(HII) = 270.50 qrams

Table 2: Data for Mixed Oxide Plant

Balance Number

5

9

19

22

27

30

37

43

48

51

56

61

64

69

74

Magnitude of Loss (gm. Pu)

59.1

59.5

54.1

60.2

58.2

60.3

5?:3

60.0

54.0

59.0

61.3

58.1

60.1

54.2

56.0

Table 3: Material Losses in Data Set 2.



To illustrate, an example was run having diversions which were
random in magnitude and occurred at random |.)inl.':, in lime. Table 3 details
the losses for this simulation. The mean loss given a loss occurred was
58.1 grams Pu. The mean loss over 84 periods was 10.4 grams Pu per period.
The cumulative loss was 871.4 nratns Pu. Fioure 5 shows the Kalman Filter
loss estimate, Figure 6 shows the linear smoother loss estimate, and
Figure 7 shows the CUSUM chart. Note that neither the Kalman Filter nor
the CUSUM chart detects this diversion. However, the smoother dees detect
the loss.

4. Summary

! t has been shown tha t s ta te es t imat ion techniques can be used
to est imate both measured var iab les (such as inventory) and unmeasured
var iab les (s ides t rea rs and losses ) . Not only can more in fo rmat ion be
obta ined using s ta te es t imat ion than t r a d i t i o n a l Shewart con t ro l char t
techniques but o ther s ta te es t imat ion techniques may also be app l i cab le .
For example, one problem is to determine when a loss e x i s t s . One technique
which may prove app l i cab le is de tec t ion theory. fJntection theory i s con-
cerned w i th choosing one of several hyputhes.;s based on a given number o f
observa t ions . For example, HQ might reptesent the hypothesis tha t L ( t ) - 0
wh i le II] represents the hypothesis tha t L ( t ) = 0. Detect ion theory provides
a dec is ion r u l e f o r choosing IL or I I , .

{£..
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